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Karaoke gospel and Christmas songs from Miss Behavin'. 22 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Country Gospel,

COUNTRY: Country Blues Details: The songs from the Miss Behavin' albums Dirty Little Elves and

Making Amens, with you as the singer. from the CD Dirty Little Elves: WINNER COUNTRY CD OF THE

YEAR FROM GERMANY'S ROCK  POP ASSOCIATION Miss Behavin's second CD is a Christmas CD,

most bands wait until their fifth or sixth CD to do a holiday album- well, all I can say is that we are really

kicking ourselves for not having named the first CD "Greatest Hits" or "The Best Of" Our Christmas CD,

Dirty Little Elves... a country cowboy Christmas dish guaranteed to satisfy the holiday hunger. spicy

flavors of western, swing, Cajun, blues and rock combined irresistibly for a delicious Yule-time musical

stew. this CD will bring a smile to your face, and maybe a tear. From our very original version of Silent

Night, Heilige Nacht - the traditional Christmas sound in English and it's native German. to our blues

rendition of Rudolph. It's got just enough Kitsch to keep it Christmas and enough Kick to make you want

to listen to it over and over. enjoy! from the CD Making Amens: Is a spritual cd allowed to be so dog-gone

good? Can it have this much oomph and bite and rock and roll and blues and twang and honky-tonk

yee-haw? We sure hope so cause thats what Making Amens is. This is a collection of 14 songs that

range from blues to blue grass, from accapella to all the fellas, and from spiritual country to country

spiritual. Among the songs chosen are a few classics that everyone knows and just had to be on our

gospel CD, a song from our childhood repetoire and plenty of songs that just make the soul feel good.

Comforting music of the joyful day when the body will be free of its burdens and the soul can fly away.

Buy this CD because it will make your soul feel good.
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